
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese Name: 王靖仁  

English Name: Jacky  

Student ID: 1106208040 

Let me talk about the biggest decision I have ever 

made. 

I’m not a Taiwanese student. I studied in China for 

many years before I got here. I’m not a talented student. 

Therefore, my mark was not high even if I could well in 

English and History. (Because I was bad at math 

probably) But, studying English in a university and 

becoming a teacher is my dream. 

Before I graduated from high school, I finished my 

college entrance examination. I got an ordinary mark 

which was just around the average score. That meant I 

couldn’t get into a good university. I was really upset in 

those days. Few days later, my father found some 

information about getting into a Taiwanese university. So, 

he suggested me that I could think about it. I had never 

left my hometown, you know. Getting to a new place to 

settle down was a big deal for me. However, this also 

meant that I can get what I have wanted. I can get a step 

forward and get closer to my dreams. So I convinced 

myself. 

In the end, I made it to studying here. I’m happy to 

be here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese Name: 陳冠蓉 / 劉筱榆  

English Name: Michelle, Belle   

Student ID: 1106202011, 1106204145 

Everyone have a moment that we can not choose. For 

example, Nick Vujicic and Grace Yang. They both lost 

their arms when they were born. Among then, Nick even 

lost his feet. 

The first we want to talk about is Nick Vujicic. When 

he was born, he did not have the feet and the arms. At the 

beginning he was so despaired that he wanted to commit 

suicide. Finally, he did not do it. He remind his parents 

and he made a big decision. He wanted to look forward 

to and never give up. 

Next person we want to talk about is Grace Yang. She 

lost her arms when she was born and was abandoned. 

Luckily someone found her. She learned to use her feet 

instead of her hands. She likes painting but she dose not 

have hands. So she learned to use her left foot to draw. 

Although it is hard, she never gives up. 

Although they can not choose their birth, they can 

decide their life. They never give up and keep trying 

things which they can do. Because of their determinations, 

they can do everything just like normal people, or even 

better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chinese Name: 張慈涵 / 龍宛宜  

English Name: Alice, Vivian 

Student ID: 1106203008, 1106212044 

This is a story about a significant decision of Kate’s 

life before she becomes a painter. 

  After finishing the College Entrance Examination, 

Kate encountered a difficult decision that which 

department was the best choice for her. Because of her 

parents’ insistence, she needed to pay more effort so that 

she could enter the department she loved. 

  One day, Kate received an application of College 

Entrance Examination from her teacher, and she needed 

to hand it in before that weekend. It was hard for Kate to 

make the decision, for her parents had a big expectation 

on her and hope she could be a doctor. Like other general 

parents in Taiwan, they preferred children to have a 

stable and high-salaried job. Hence Kate’s parent 

thought she should choose the department about 

medicine. However, in Kate’s heart, art is what she really 

loves. She had already started painting since she was 

young, so art is like her mental food. 

  After long struggling, she decided to pluck up her 

courage and tried to communicate with her parents. 

Finally, through a long conversation they reached an 

agreement. They agreed and respected Kate’s choice. In 

the end, she entered an art academy and studied her love. 

  In our daily life, everyone encounters a difficult 

decision or something in dilemma. Nevertheless, if we can 

communicate more with others, we can think with 

another viewpoint to find the answer we really want. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chinese Name: 呂美臻 / 楊采蒨 

English Name: Jennifer, Nancy 

Student ID: 1106200009, 1106200048 

Life is full of big moments and big decision. 

We need to make a decision everyday. For instance, to 

choose what breakfast to eat in the morning, what clothes 

to wear. There are two examples about our personal 

experience. 

For example, the first big decision you will probably 

have to make in your young adult life is which college to 

go to. This is the hardest decision that I had at that 

moment. Few months ago, I got two university admission 

notices. One is located in Taipei, another is in Kaohsiung. 

My mom hoped that I could go to a university in Taipei. 

However, I preferred to go to a university in Kaohsiung. 

After many references, my mom respected my choice. 

Now I study hard in Kaohsiung and I fell really happy. 

Another example is about my great grandmother. One 

day, my parents told me that my great grandmother had 

the advanced stage of cancer. Everytime I came to visit 

her, she became weaker and weaker. Few weeks ago, my 

parents and I hurried to the hospital because the life of 

my great grandmother was at stake. We needed to make 

a decision whether to let the doctor stop the treatments 

for her or not. Although having a surgery could save her 

life, she could not recognize who we are and needed to use 

a respirator to keep her life. So, we decided to sign the 

form which was to give up saving her life. That was the 

difficult decision I made before her life. 

In our whole life we will encounter many decisions. 

However whatever the decision is, just never regret what 

you choose. 

 


